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LEGAL AID WESTERN AUSTRALIA — ONLINE LEGAL CHAT SERVICE 

Statement by Attorney General 

MR J.R. QUIGLEY (Butler — Attorney General) [12.13 pm]: This time I rise on a happier note to congratulate 
Legal Aid Western Australia on the launch of the state’s first free online legal chat service last week, on 
Wednesday, 13 February 2019. This is the latest in a number of initiatives that Legal Aid has launched to innovate, 
modernise and broaden its reach. This new service will improve access to justice by giving Western Australians 
another way to access Legal Aid and get legal information. People have long been able to phone Legal Aid’s info 
helpline, drop in at its offices and browse its website. Now, people can also chat with Legal Aid online. 

Through online chat, Legal Aid staff will provide fast information to assist those who may be struggling to navigate 
the complex legal system. If clients seeking assistance via the online chat service require legal advice, staff will 
guide them to the appropriate channel within Legal Aid. Legal Aid is hopeful that online chat will provide people 
who do not feel comfortable picking up the phone, who work in an open-plan office or who otherwise do not have 
the privacy to make legal calls with an avenue for seeking legal advice. It may also be a more relatable gateway 
for younger generations who prefer to exchange information over the internet rather than in person or over the 
phone. Legal Aid’s telephone helpline gets about 74 000 calls a year, but about 40 per cent of the callers do not 
need to speak to a lawyer; they only need some legal information. This information can be provided more 
efficiently via the new chat service, through which Legal Aid staff can handle several chats at the same time. This 
initiative comes as the number of people who called Legal Aid’s info helpline for help hit a record high last month. 
A total of 10 276 people called the helpline in January, almost doubling from 5 796 in December 2018. The top 
reason for calling related to family matters, including custody of children, family separation and domestic violence. 

On behalf of the government of Western Australia, I would sincerely like to thank Dr Graham Hill, the new director 
of Legal Aid; Hon Jane Crisford, SC, chairperson of the Legal Aid Commission; the board; and Legal Aid staff 
for this effort to innovate and for their commitment to deliver access to justice across our state. I am particularly 
grateful that we have someone of Dr Hill’s calibre as the new director of Legal Aid under Hon Jane Crisford  
as chair. 
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